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Catbird Seat
My esteemed colleague Richard Lautz tells a story about the poet
John Ciardi in his capacity as poetry editor for the Saturday Review. A
television documentary shows Ciardi facing an enormous stack of
submissions to SR, which he reads through at a prodigious rate.
Someone asks him how he sifts the material so quickly. Ciardi's reply:
"I read to the first cliche."
That probably is a valid criterion for judging poetry, since it is so
compact a form—every word counts in a poem, and if some of the
words are hackneyed, the effect is probably fatal. (Richard and I have
had some success in suggesting revisions to our poets, however). The
situation is somewhat different with fiction, though. If some of the
diction, for example, is flawed, the plot, characterization, etc. often
achieve the desired overall effect, and the words can be changed or
deleted. The same goes for matters of plot, character, or symbol.
Stories are much more easily made right than poems. Only when a
story rests on a cliche (an all too frequent occurence) is the situation
pretty much hopeless.
It's part of an editor's job to sniff out solvable problems and make
suggestions to writers, of course. But writers could make it easier on
themselves by keeping down the number of problems.
I've spoken before about the need for writers to cultivate more of
a critical (and historical) sense, but I'm also acutely aware that even a
critic, after slaving over a piece of writing for a long time, has trouble
(continued on p. 34)
Petites Legons Francaises
FLORRi McMillan
First line, French; second line, English words;
third line, translated meaning.
AU GRAND MAGASIN-THE SHOPPING TRIP
La bonne dit ^ maman que Jeannette a besoin de
The nurse says to maman that Jeannette has need of
chaussures neuves.
shoes new.
THE NURSE enters Maman's boudoir. She is dressed in navy
blue. She is wearing a small hat and white gloves. Maman is
resting on her chaise longue. She is wearing her robe de chambre. It
is a lovely robe, quite new. It is of ice blue with a collar of gathered
chiffon which frames Maman's face, charmingly perhaps. Maman
plucks absently at the collar. She stares at the remains of her
breakfast, on a tray. There are baked eggs, scarcely touched, a half-
eaten piece of toast, and coffee. The tray is set with a small plate, a
ramekin, a cup, pot, and two tiny saucers for jam and marmalade.
All of these are sprinkled with dainty pink roses, which offend
maman this morning. She is not able to isolate the offense, which
pricks at her sharply. Surely two of life's greatest aggravations are
a cold egg and a cold bed. Suddenly Maman is anxious to dispose of
the dainty trappings which imprison her on the chaise longue. She
grips the edges of the tray, anticipating the pleasure of hurling it
across the room, and lifts it high. But wait. She has forgotten the
impossibility of rising gracefully with the breakfast accoutrements
in her hands. Sighing, Maman lowers the tray gently to her lap.
With an effort she directs her attention to the nurse, who is telling
her that Jeannette needs new shoes.
Maman lui dit de mener Jeannette au magasin pour
Maman to her says to lead Jeannette to the shop for
en acheter.
of them to buy.
Maman tells her to take Jeannette to the store to buy some.
"Very good, madam," says the nurse, "we are just this moment
leaving. And yesterday I have taken Jeannette to the doctor. She is
in good health. Cook asks how many you expect for dinner this
evening."
"There will be only myself," answers maman calmly. Maman
always appears calm. Jeannette used to dine with Maman and
Papa, at his right, the center of conversation. Or listen to his stories
in the library, sitting beside Maman. Or play cards with them in the
bed on a late Sunday morning. And now Jeannette needs new shoes.
The nurse departs. Maman returns to her daily calendar. She
has been listing her duties and activities for today. The page is
blank. Maman is at leisure.
Maman entre dans la salle de bain,
Maman enters into the bathing room.
Alone now, Maman slides the tray to the floor and walks to the
water closet. She examines her face in the mirrored cabinet above
the wash basin. She searches her clear blue eyes, finding nothing in
them. The planes of her cheekbones, finely constructed, continue to
speak of high breeding and advantage. There are a few lines, which
do not yet telegraph pain.
Behind the mirror are Maman's medicines and preparations: a
brush of natural bristles with a green handle; a tube of paste neatly
rolled from the bottom; tincture of green soap in a brown bottle; 250
milligrams of Vitamin E; a small bottle of mineral oil; a comb of
clear plastic; a jar of white shoe polish, cracked and dried; tanning
butter; and several loose adhesive plasters. Maman contemplates
her dwindling supply of Angelica beauty bath, which rests between
the rubbing alcohol and the throat lozenges. She wrinkles her nose
with automatic distaste at the sight of her box of bunion pads and
looks thoughtfully at the vials of Darvon compound and Antropine.
Maman hopes that today she will not suffer from involuntary clo-
sure of the throat.
Maman reviews the contents of the cabinet. In an odd fashion
they represent the sum of a shared life. Or a life alone, as the case
may be. Her eyes linger on the shelves, the smooth white spaces
between bottles. The cabinet, which was recently overcrowded with
jars and bottles, is now half empty. Maman notices on a lower shelf a
forgotten, familiar item—a styptic pencil, which no longer has a
place among her unguents and medications. She removes it with
slightly trembling fingers, hesitating only a moment before she
drops it into the waste can.
It is only eleven o'clock. Maman wishes to go out. She has
decided that she too needs new shoes. She has dressed in a tailored
brown ensemble and jacquard printed blouse, which suit her well.
She surveys herself in the long mirror without enthusiasm. She
looks very handsome.
Maman descends to the avenue. She walks slowly, pushing
herself forward. The thick, warm sunshine saps her strength. She
stops to look in the windows of the Galeries Lafayette. She stares at
a display of shoes, which does not interest her. She enters the store.
Le commis dit: "Qu'est-ce que Madame desire?"
The clerk says; "What is it that madam desires?"
What does Maman want? Taken aback, she stares at the clerk.
The question vibrates between them. Maman does not know what
she wants; she only knows that she possesses nothing. Unable to
answer, she grips the handle of her pocketbook tightly and gazes
firmly at the rows of shoes. The clerk raises an inquiring eyebrow
and shifts his weight from foot to foot. The moment passes. Wearily,
Maman gestures to a display, indicating her selection.
n est presque une heure.
It is nearly one o'clock.
Maman purchases yet another pair of shoes. The clerk is wrap-
ping them for her. She consults her watch. It is almost one o'clock,
she notices with relief.
Maman peut dejeuner maintenant.
Maman can lunch now.
Maman meets her friend, Solange, for luncheon. Solange has
been shopping too. She has been purchasing play clothes for her
sons. She is preparing to leave with her family for Cannes. They will
spend the month of August there. Solange is elated. Her husband
will be able to join them for nearly all of the holiday. She inquires as
to Maman's summer plans. Maman's answer is vague.
Solange is reading a wonderful English biography of Rimbaud.
Has Maman heard of it? What a pity. Nonetheless, Solange re-
commends it to her. Solange has become so fascinated that she is
rereading all of Rimbaud's poetry. He is a poet out of time, doesn't
Maman find it so? Maman is evasive. Solange never lets one forget
that she has been to university. Maman finds it tiresome.
Solange's children always seem perfectly happy, so natural and
free. Not at all like Jeannette, who is secretive and unapproachable.
What a pastel child she is by comparison!
It has been said that Maman is the archetypal French woman.
And who has said that? Maman does not remember, but she re-
members that she is a jeune fille de bonne famille. The phrase,
repeated so often in her childhood, is a litany without meaning but
of profound effect. Maman has always been able to mislead herself
by careful arrangement of a series of absolutes. It is the kind of
masked logic which lends itself so well to her mother tongue, as well
as to her mother. She finds it necessary to approach the truth
obliquely, to shroud its meaning in translation.
LA FETE-THE PARTY
Le decembre pass^ des amis ont donne une fete.
Last December some friends gave a party.
IN DECEMBER the friends of Maman and Papa did a great deal
of entertaining. Maman, too, was accustomed to plan a small
dinner. For many years Maman and Papa took their social obli-
gations seriously, and found that the season of joy was an excellent
time to fulfill them.
Papa et Maman ils ^taient invites.
Papa and Maman they were invited.
Maman acknowledges that the pattern of her relationship with
Papa was determined by their social schedule. They were in the
habit of discussing their calendars with each other twice a week, so
that each might always know what the other was doing and what
they would do together. It was the design of their lives—to enter-
tain, to be invited, and to travel in the company of friends. Maman
was an accomplished hostess and a delightful guest. Surely she was
very happy.
Maman faisait sa toilette.
Maman was making her dressing.
Maman well remembers the early events of that evening. Sit-
ting at her dressing table, she faced the long and tedious process of
getting ready. She regarded the pots of rouge and powder with
distaste. Sighing, she busied herself with the familiar series of
steps necessary to prepare for the evening.
Papa was in his dressing room with Jeannette. Maman could
hear Jeannette laughing as Papa joked with her. Though Papa's
chuckle occasionally intruded upon her concentration, she could not
understand their words. Listening to the murmur of their voices,
Maman heard him teasing Jeannette, calling her "Chickie," a di-
minutive she had long since outgrown.
And then Maman was hurrying to finish her toilette. Quite by
accident she ripped her fingernail. Merde! It was absolutely ruined
and very painful. In her distress Maman struck her dressing table
with her silver backed brush, cracking the glass.
Maman portait una robe de sole et des souliers blancs.
Maman wore a gown of silk and some slippers white.
Elle etait tres belle.
She was very beautiful.
Indeed, Maman was very beautiful that night; though not,
apparently, beautiful enough. She reviews again the incidents of
the party. She contemplates her inadequacies, but she cannot enu-
merate them. Patiently she travels the familiar paths of her memo-
ry, here making a new turn, there seeking a different course of
action. She has done nothing wrong. She is sure of that. She has, in
fact, done nothing at all. She is then blameless, is she not? Un-
expected, demanding rage rises within Maman. Alarmed, she
turns from it as if from flame and covers her eyes quickly with her
soft smooth hand. She is afraid of the blazing anger which threatens
to control her. Desperately she presses her palms against her eye-
lids, smothering, choking the flame. The heat subsides.
Dans le salon Papa a trouve quelqu'une qu'
In the parlor Papa found someone whom
U a reconnue.
he knew.
n r a invitee ^ danser.
He her invited to dance.
Elle a mis la main dans la sienne.
She placed her hand in his.
II lui a donne une rose.
He to her gave a rose.
A minuit la f§te etait fini.
At midnight the party was over.
Maman s'est rentree seule a la mziison.
Maman returned alone to their home.
Ou est Papa maintenant?
Where is Papa now?
II n'est plus ici.
He is no longer here.
In many ways Maman is not sorry that Papa is longer here. She
sees now that she did not love Papa, though she was for some time
well satisfied with the menage he had constructed for them. It is the
injustice of his departure which brings her pain. She has done
nothing, Maman reminds herself again. He has left her with a child,
a staff, a home, such responsibilities; it is true. But it is not all that
which rankles. He has left her without entree. Ah yes, it is the
things she was able to do through him, and only through him,
which she misses. She has been unfairly robbed of the power and
position which came to her as Papa's wife; surely that is the cause of
the anger which consumes her.
Helas, Maman cannot this time disguise the truth. She knows
that she was never able to make Papa's strength her own. She
cannot call him to account for that. Still, Maman is certain that she
has been robbed of something essential to her happiness. By whom?
It is important to correctly place the blame. She must retaliate.
PAR HASARD-BY ACCIDENT
C'est le conge de la bonne.
It is the holiday of the nurse -
It is the nurse's day off. Jeannette and Maman are at home
alone. Maman is reading aloud. She is reading stories to Jeannette.
Jeannette grossit.
Jeannette is growing plumper.
Maman reflects, as she is reading, that Jeannette is growing
plumper. The cunning little chickie with chestnut curls and fine
round limbs has become decidedly and unattractively fat.
Maman viellit.
Maman is growing older.
And she, of course, is growing older. Maman resumes reading
the story. It is about the heroes of the French Revolution. Her voice
drones on, chronicling the deprivations and the suffering of the
King's enemies. Maman can see the King. How he resembles Papa!
And she, though not accused, has been imprisoned, incarcerated
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against her will.
The nurse comes to Maman in her cell. She has exchanged her
uniform for that of the warden. The nurse has fastened a pair of
handcuffs upon the wrists of Maman and Jeannette. They are
shackled together, Tune a I'autre. The nurse brings forth a silver
platter which bears a key.
"Help yourself, madame," she says. She leaves, smiling. It is
Maman herself who throws away the key.
Maman raconte sa propre histoire de la Revolution.
Maman tells her own story of the Revolution.
Maman is telling Jeannette another story about the Revolution.
It is a true story, she tells Jeannette. She describes the grand
spectacle of the public executions staged by the French revolution-
aries. She explains that all the people came to watch as the gui-
llotine chopped off the heads of the wicked King and all his court.
She tells Jeannette that old women stood on the corners selling
miniature guillotines and with each one a little canary so that the
people might conduct their own small executions. Can Jeannette
imagine it? Each little guillotine with a small sharp blade, rather
like a bit of Papa's straight razor. Does Jeannette understand?
Maman is very excited now. She has never felt so strong, such a





II est trop tard.
It is too late.
Jeannette est tombee.
Jeannette is fallen.
EUe ne peut se relever.
She not can herself to raise.
EUe crie: "Mon bras! Mon bras!"
She cries out: "My arm! My arm!"
Je Grains que le bras ne soit balzifre.
I am afraid that her arm is slashed.
C'est tout a fait de ma faute.
This is entirely my fault.
Calmly, Maman considers the logic inherent to these affairs.




the Ross daughters are home,
visiting with their babies.
The daughters are large
young women, hips like
big peaches.
Their eyes glaze
as they nurse their children.
Anna's hummingbirds
have found the new feeder.
Winged like insects,
they suck the sugar midair,
circus acrobats.
Next door the neighbors
fill sacks with plums,
offer them around.
Pears hang
on the high branches,
almost ready to yield,
and the fog
seeps down for the night




THE MAJOR EVENT of Andrew's ninth birthday was his in-
troduction to semaphore and the Morse code. "You have to
know both," his Grandfather said; "there's no point in doing any-
thing halfway."
"Now semaphore," his Grandfather said, "is 'a system of visual
signaling by two flags held one in each hand.' That definition is
precise." He reared up from his chair in the garden, using his cane
like a vaulter's pole: "It happens I have only one flag at the moment,
but we'll make do." He held out a two-by-four inch American flag
that had been on Andrew's birthday cake that afternoon. "You go
down to the end of the garden."
There were obstacles to getting to the end of the garden. Grand-
father's Spring enthusiasm had somewhat waned, and the zucchini
he had planted where he meant to have lettuce had done very well
—
so that the mid-portion of the yard that was the garden was largely
impassable. "Now, Andrew, watch where you walk. A garden is an
extraordinary thing—and the seedlings are our charge." The zuc-
chini seedlings were a foot high and four feet across.
"Shall I walk around the block?" Andrew asked.
"It might be wise," Grandfather said.
So Andrew left by the iron gate of Grandfather's house, its
forbidding points softened by late honeysuckle and blue morning
glory, where his Mother as a child had swung creaking into the path
of progress (as, indeed, his father said she still could do, on occasion)
and entered upon the road of her childhood, crossing ragged plots of
chicory and snow-on-the-mountain to the back lane and the back
gate and the lower yard and the mulch pile, that grew mountainous
year after year because Grandfather never got around to using it.
The tomato vines cut Grandfather off at the waist, but he was tall
and dignified—like a scarecrow or Don Quixote—and he waited
with arms outstretched and a pigeon circling his head.
One of Grandfather's projects was to tell Andrew about Don
Quixote, and he would have related more except that he had not yet
gotten in his own reading beyond chapter one of Book One. But he
had pointed out at St. Philomena's Church how the elongated statue
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of St. Francis (feeding the birds) bore some resemblance to the
noble Spaniard, and Andrew could see how they all came together
in that gaunt figure whose interest in nature and peanuts had
brought squirrels to his feet and pigeons to other parts of his
anatomy at the top of the autumn garden beyond the tomato vines.
"Andrew!" Grandfather had a voice for ampitheatres and large
rooms that had lately been reduced by a numbing cough, "The
message is: 'You may fire when you are ready, Girdley!' " That was
when Andrew became aware that Father had been watching the
entire performance from the second-floor back window.
When Father spoke of Grandfather he had always a rasp in his
throat, as though he were suppressing a roar. He had said to Mother
more than once in Andrew's hearing: "It's good for 'Grand' to live
where he does. If he lived with us it would curtail his independence."
Hence, because of Grandfather's advanced age, Andrew's birth-
days were always held at Grandfather's house, a good five miles and
one wide river from Andrew's home, and yet, Andrew's father
sometimes said, hardly far enough. (Then Mother would explain
that it was Father's work that made him impatient. He was a
medical proofreader, and he worried about his memory. "Not like
Grand, of course," he would say, in a tone that Andrew did not quite
understand.)
Now Father was half out the back window: "It's Gridley, damn-
it. And remember that child's polyarthritus rheumatica. " Then he
slammed the window, and squirrels and pigeons took flight.
"Watch me," Grandfather raised his right hand, from which the
American flag peeped forth, at approximately ten o'clock; his left,
clutching unshelled peanuts, held firm at three. "This is Y, An-
drew. Commit it to memory. You never know when it may come in
handy."
"Got it, Grand." And Andrew heard the salvoes of the guns.
"Where are you, boy? Come out from under those vines. You're
supposed to be on the flag deck."
In the crotch of the pear tree there was room for a signalman.
There, while the bees (that father called multitudinous with the
emphasis he reserved for certain words) tumbled up from the fallen
pears, Andrew held on, and his eyes filled with pride as Grand
snapped to an 0. "That's an 0, boy, an 0. Never forget it." He didn't.
He tried the signal, and there was a breathless minute when he
almost pitched from the tree, while through his legs he saw Grand-
father, his hands outstretched and angled up, like St. Peter cru-
cified upside-down at St. Philomena's. "U," Grandfather shouted;
"U. Never forget it." Then Mother came to the door, and it was
supper time, when there were always plenty of cucumbers because
the vines had gotten away from Grandfather this year and roamed
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wantonly over the front porch railing.
After supper, while Mother and Father did the dishes, they
were to catch a cricket in the cage that Grand had gotten for
Andrew's birthday, but Grandfather thought it best to put that off
to another day. "I want to show you, 'And', the uniform I wore with
Dewey at Manila."
There was a familiar noise that could best be described as a
growl from Father's throat, and Mother said: "Now, now, Drew."
Grandfather looked archly around at them all and crooked a finger
at Andrew. "Go ahead, dear," Mother said; "go up with Grand, and
we'll have some of the cake that's left when you come down."
The back stairs wound to the second floor, and Grand and
Andrew were halfway up when Father said "cockamanie ."
"Go on. Grand. I'll just be a minute." Andrew came back and
sat on the fourth step, just beyond the corkscrew turn in the stairs.
"What'll it do to the child when he discovers it's aWcockamanie ,"
his Father was saying. Andrew puffed his lips to get them around
the word. Father was doing cross-word puzzles again.
When Father did cross-words the family was in for a hard time.
"Damnit," Father would say, "how could that escape me?" It affect-
ed his digestion. And then, after he'd discovered the word, and used
it religiously for a week or so, perhaps he'd forget its definition. So
that if Andrew asked him, he'd groan and clutch his stomach. But
sometimes the words were magnificent, and Andrew would try
them at school. Dizzard had gotten him a reprimand. He still did
not know what it meant; his nun's reaction to the epithet inhibited
his question, and he dared not ask Father, who had long since gone
on to gowk sendjabbernowl. Ordinarily, Mother would simply say: "I
can't imagine, dear."
"I don't want the child knocked into a cockamanie."
"I'm sure you mean *a cocked hat,' Drew." Mother's voice was
compounded of the pile of soft blankets on an autumn evening and
the cupped palm of Indian Summer sun on his face. Then his Father
growled again, and Andrew knew the discussion was at an end.
JUST AT THE SECOND FLOOR landing, outside the door to
Grandfather's room. Grand was tapping on the railing: tap tap
pause tap tap, then a long pause while Andrew sat on the steps and
listened. Tap tap tap, and again a pause. "Listen carefully," Grand-
father said; "it's important." Tap tap bang. "There it is. If you're
going to know semaphore, you might as well know Morse. That was
Y-O-U. The first word of that memorable message: 'You may fire
when you are ready, Girdley.' We'll learn the rest later—but keep
that in mind." There was an old wood smell to the stairs, as though
the sunlight had never reached them and time was pausing there.
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The presences of Grandfather's house were all about him. And
Andrew could hear the inexorable statement of the railway clock in
Grandfather's room, that never rang, but added second to second
withoutemphasis,andsometimes frightened him because it seemed
the beating of his heart, and he'd think of his heart swaying back
and forth on a frail string and then it would thunder a warning in
his ears.
"Come on up, child," Grandfather said. And Andrew came up
under his arm. "That Morse, now; I could do it with the shade. Up
and down, with a long pause for the dash. Not right now, though.
That shade needs adjustment. I've been kind of busy—haven't got-
ten around to it. Just now, it doesn't come down."
There were books in all corners of the room. Over a rolltop desk
(that didn't exactly work because Grandfather had misplaced the
key) were the two volumes of the Oxford English Dictionary that
Grandfather had gotten for five dollars at the Salvation Army, and
that Father used when he came to Grandfather's. In fact, that was
probably why he was in Grandfather's room when the matter of
Gridley arose. Grandfather couldn't use the dictionary because it
was fourteen volumes reduced to two, and a magnifying glass was
necessary to read the print and Grandfather hadn't gotten around
to getting one. Father's eyes were sharp.
"Grand," Andrew said, "tell me about all of them again . . .,"he
leaned his chin on the mahogany table where daguerrotypes and
yellowing photographs were displayed. "Well, yes, I will," Grand-
father said, "but there's something more important. I have a sur-
prise. Did I say I'm going to show you the uniform I wore with
Dewey at Manila? On the very bridge where the signal was given:
'You may fire when you are ready'? Yes, I had the real signal flags
in my hands then—the Real McCoy."
"Gosh," Andrew said.
Sometimes his friends made fun of him. There were those
words Grandfather had taught him, not quite like Father's words:
gosh, the Real McCoy, even magic lantern—and Grandfather had
one of those in his closet. It didn't work (the lens had gotten mis-
placed); Grandfather said it was mice, but no one at St. Philomena's
Grammar School had heard of it anyway. And no one had heard of
Manila either, but Andrew had seen pictures in the huge blue dog-
eared two volume history of the Spanish American War on Grand-
father's table, and he had thought from certain hints that Grand
had charged up San Juan Hill with Teddy Roosevelt. So it came as a
surprise, but not an unpleasant one, that—all those years ago—his
own Grandfather had served in the Great White Fleet, flag-draped
and smoke-crowned, and ghostly as the dreams that awaited him on
the edge of sleep. These were things he could not tell his friends, if
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only because of Grand's C.I.A. Connections.
"The Real McCoy," Andrew came over under his Grandfather's
arm; "gosh,"
"I've been saving this," Grandfather said. "I've been saving it
until you could appreciate it." There was a cedar chest across from
the foot of his four-poster, brass bound and brass locked, and the
last secret place in the house that Andrew had not seen. It was a
promise unfulfilled.
"Nine," Grandfather said; "that's a good time, a right time," and
he sat on the bed to catch his breath.
"Does it hurt, Grand?"
"Sometimes." Grandfather's hand trembled as he pulled it from
under his sweater and over the place where the Jezail bullet had
entered his shoulder when he served with his friend Dr. Watson in
the Second Afghan War. "But it's nothing that time won't cure."
Andrew understood. Sometimes he could feel it too, when his
chest grew tight and there didn't seem to be enough air for every-
one; and sometimes when his head grew hot and he had to rest, and
there were dangers of fearful dreams if he let himself sleep, he
knew what it must have been like in the Black Hole of Calcutta and
on those dark ships to Van Dieman's Land.
"First," Grandfather used his arms again to thrust himself
erect, "we want to go through it all again: semaphore and Morse—
a
Navy man must know them both." He sat down heavily: "You go
across the room. Let's see it again. Y . . . . . . U . . ." And
Grandfather corrected him from his seat on the bed. "Good. This is
just the beginning, you remember. Now Morse—tap it out with that
slipper on the turret," and he pointed to the wooden castle that he'd
started three years ago for Andrew, but that had gotten bogged
down when he needed a certain type of sandpaper. Tap tap . . . tap
tap . . . tap tap tap . . . tap bang. "Fine, fine. You've got a memory like
a steel trap. You'll be on the bridge of a cruiser in no time. Perhaps
we'd better skip ahead a bit. You've got to know S.O.S. Now tap this
out: dot dot dot . . . dash dash dash . . . dot dot dot . . . We'll work on the
semaphore later." He reached out a long arm and pulled himself to
the bed post and then to his feet: "The piece d'resistance , now . .
."
But a fit of coughing sent him back on the bed again.
"Shall I get Mother, Grand?"
"Of course not. It's just a touch of that malaria I got in the
Solomons, coastwatching. Open that Maiori box on the bureau."
"Maiori?"
"Native New Zealanders—it's a gift from a Chief."
Andrew pulled Grandfather's stool over to the bureau and deli-
cately opened the box. He had seen something resembling it in the
Five and Ten in Wallingford, but an imitation just wasn't the real
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thing. He felt the rough edge of jungle and the prick of spears.
Inside was a pair of cufflinks, a shoehorn, a tiepin, two liberty-head
nickles, a frayed Mass card, and a large brass key.
"The key," Grandfather said; "bring it here."
It was as large as his hand, and Andrew could believe in its
secrets.
"Now what I'm going to show you is going to be yours someday."
Grandfather paused and coughed a bit and was silent. Then: "This
is to be kept just between us. Thieves, you know—and envious
people."
"Gosh."
Grandfather lifted his hand and his long, bent forefinger to-
ward the bay window. "That's it." The cedar chest was wedged in
the bay between the three-legged table with the empty goldfish
bowl (Grandfather had had other things on his mind while the
water evaporated last winter), and the radiator that always in
Andrew's imagination hissed and bubbled on the verge of leaping,
barely restrained, like one of the hooting, brass-stacked engines on
the B & that Grand had driven in his youth.
"Can I turn the key?" Andrew held it up to the light like a
monocle. "Can I?" The sun nicked its edges.
"I was about to suggest it." Grandfather settled back in a fit of
coughing. "Open it carefully and wait for me."
The lid squeaked up on a brass hinge, and Andrew felt the
presences about him again. There was an odd, clean, woodsy,
weathered smell—heavy with the scent of Grandmother and her
voluminous clothes; and he looked up, startled, into Grandfather's
eyes that saw what he saw too. The room was filled with her pre-
sence, and she was no longer out there across the river where the
early autumn sigh of wind tumbled leaves over the stones, and
where sometimes Mother took him and stood as though there was
something she had forgotten that a long look inward would reveal.
Grandfather said, very quietly: "Help me up, Andrew." He had
never seemed so old to Andrew as when he knelt by the cedar chest.
It was labor for him to lift out the layers of clothes.
"These were Mother's, Andrew," he said. "Handle them with
care."
There was a white dress, intricately trimmed in lace.
"Did Grandma wear this?"
"This was your Grandmother's wedding dress." Grandfather
spoke as though he had swallowed his voice. Then a strange, shiny
black suit with velvet lapels; a very small, white First Communion
gown; a pair of ballet shoes; a May crown of lace with withered
flowers; a private soldier's fatigue cap from World War I; a veil
spotted with tiny lavender knots . . .
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"Ah," said Grandfather.
It was magnificent. First, on top of the dark blue uniform and
the red velvet sash, was the sword and the silver scabbard, and on
top of the sword the long hat, pointed fore and aft, and crowned with
a sweeping white plume.
"A sword!" Andrew wondered if he could continue to breathe.
On the pommel of the sword, and on the left breast of the scarlet-
lined cape, in gold and red and blue and white, were the lettersKof
C, and Andrew knew that these were a part of the Navy code that
Admiral Dewey had used to conquer the Spanish Fleet at Manila.
He drew his finger under the KofC on the pommel of the sword and
spelled out St Phil. Chapter. "Is this part of the code, Grand?" His
voice cracked with awe.
"Right," 'Grand' said; "right. It's our secret. Now you know
where to come and what is yours."
"The sword and all?"
"Yes, And. Sword and all." Grandfather slowly lowered the lid:
"But we're surrounded by assassins, and we must be careful."
Then, as though he had prepared for Andrew yet a fresh surprise,
he gasped and fell to the floor.
Andrew slid down the last four steps, and Mother and Father
were gentler than they had ever been with him as Grandfather was
lifted by the strange men and taken away.
THE NEXT DAY they came back ("to get Grand's things,"
Father said). Mother had been too upset the night before, and
Father had been upset because Mother was upset. They passed the
hospital on the way, across the river and only two blocks from their
home. Andrew strained to see Grandfather at the window there, but
Mother said that he was likely to be in bed. "Maybe the shade
doesn't work," Andrew said. Back home Father had said something
about "hematoma" but Andrew knew that he was at cross-words
again.
"We'll see him everyday. And," Mother said
"I'll take him the semaphore flag. Grand is teaching me sema-
phore and Morse."
"Yes," Father said. "Fine." He cleared his throat: "but you must
not expect to see him for a while. Just now only adults can be
admitted. He can't stand any excitement."
"I'm not excitement," Andrew said.
"Yes. Well, that's the way it is," and Father raced the motor and
pulled out belligerently into traffic.
At Grand's, Father discovered that he had forgotten the key. So
they went from window to window, trying them all. Finally, Father
had to break a cellar pane, and then they got in. But the house was
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awfully quiet, and there was no heat in the kitchen where Grand-
father depended on the stove because the President had asked him
to save energy, or in the parlor where he burned mostly wood
brought from India long ago in the clippers, or in his room that had
one of the very first electric heaters devised by Thomas A. Edison
himself.
While Mother and Father packed odds and ends into a PAN-
AM flight bag, Andrew stood at the window from which Grand-
father had watched a runaway slave sneak up the back street in the
old days. A squirrel sat in the crown of the dogwood that tapped the
window, and ate berries redder than the lining of Grandfather's
cape in the cedar chest. Andrew guarded the Maiori box and the
chest out of the corner of his eye. There was some things even his
parents couldn't know about, but they didn't seem interested and
instead worried because they couldn't find a medicare card. Then
they would have forgotten Grandfather's slippers with the toe out,
but Andrew brought them to Father who said: "There's no . . . ," and
then stopped and said:"Thankyou, Andrew; Grandfather will need
these." That was the first time Andrew had heard Father call
'Grand' Grandfather.
The days without Grand were strange. There had not been a
week since Grandmother's death when they had not, two or three
times, crossed the river to the old house, and when Father had not
groaned and done his cross-words. But two weeks passed without
And seeing the old house, and then his mother said: "Grandfather is
sitting up in bed."
"I have to hand it to him," Father said; "he's perdurable."
"Can I see Grand today?" Andrew had trouble with the words;
there was a place so large he seemed to wander in, so empty
—
though he never moved except between St. Philomena's Grammar
School and the tidy split-level where his parents lived—that he felt
as he had once when he was spun away, alone, on one of the whirling
amusements at Fairaway. "Can I see Grand, Mother?"
"We'll walk to the hospital, and you can wait across the street
in the playground. I'm sorry, son, but he can only see your Mother
now." Father pulled his head against his chest and was kind. But
there were so many things to be done: the fire to be built in Grand-
father's yard for Tedyuscum of the Lenapes, should he return; the
almond cake to be placed on Grandfather's mantel for St. Nicholas;
the candle for the spirits at All Souls. How could he do all this
himself? Andrew sat in his room and hunched his shoulders and
wondered where he could turn.
Then they went to the hospital, Andrew for the first time.
"Wait for us here," Mother said. "You can play on the slides, and
it's fun to push that merry-go-round. There'll be other children
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here. We'll tell Grandfather that you're here, and that you're think-
ing of him. We'll be right back; Mother is only allowed to stay a
moment." Then she stopped beside Andrew: "Look, that room just
above the entrance is his."
The hospital windows were glinting at the edges like Grand-
father's great key, and Andrew felt the lowering sun warm on his
back as he peered to see Grand at that window above all others.
Because it was Daylight Saving (and Grandfather's letter to the
Governor had helped save Daylight for once and all) the lights did
not begin to show until Andrew saw Mother and Father crossing
the street, coming back toward the playground. They were almost
up to him when the light went on in Grandfather's room . . . and off
and on again and off . . . His Father bridled, and said something
about "cantankerous." But Andrew strained forward like a runner,
though it was his heart that was reaching at the end of its frail
string: "Look, look!" And he formed the letters silently on his lips:
S ...0 ...S,S ...0 ...S,S ...0 . ..S ...
"For heaven's sake, now what? Well, Grand's their problem."
His Father's voice was really not unkind, and he and Mother almost
smiled as they walked away.
Then Father turned: "Mother! Will you kindly tell me what's
animating that child?"
Andrew's right arm was at approximately ten o'clock; his left,
held firm at three. And while his father pointed and sighed, the
arms moved, desperately: Y . . .0 ...U,Y...O ...U,Y...O ...U ...
The Cartographers
ROBERT WEXELBLATT
At that rich commencement we divided
warm tan from dazzling turquoise,
let lineaments leaven our hopes.
Not yet gnarled, still warm, our fingers
limned the nervous fretwork of
cape and cove, traced out the elegant bays
and gulfs, cheerfully stuck on all the names.
Did it really work, or did it merely blacken?
Colder and less deft, we resumed, crossed,
delved, founded our settlements, explored.
All rivers must have their tributaries, islands
their fates; all cities their suburbs, and
oceans their wastes. In the end, deserts were
almost a relief—empty of responsibility, of life,




I stand knee-deep in the ocean
Examining the tepid, eddying sand
Collecting about my feet like hungry minnows.
These particles are the oldest creatures
That still exist, older than Moses,
Younger only than the planet itself.
My own bones are composed of granules
That once came awash on desert shores.
Is it possible that I can recognize
My ancestry beneath these sunny shallows,
Associate blunted shadows with families
Buried 1000 generations ago?
I stoop to pick up a fluted rock
Alive with fossils. I can almost feel
Worms wriggling in my wet palm,
Almost hear its captured voices
Asking me for my body to inhabit again.
Sometimes, weeping
into my hands, I see it's midnight.
The clock is doing the same.
*
If time could feel sorry for everything human
worth sorrow, eras would crawl back
into bed and pull the tar over them.
*
When I'm alone, my hands hold each other
in sleep, to my left, between







The Lady of Shalott
JOHN BOVEY
7 am half sick of shadows, ' said
Hie Lady of Shalott.
Tennyson
TWISTING AND TURNING through the mountain passes in
her rented Fiat,Victoria scanned the landscape of the Atlas for
traces of the past. At last she sighted the white mass of Fez, and
then the minarets and ramparts, like battlements in the fading
light. After several false leads (she had never learned Arabic, and
her French proved less adaptable than she had hoped), she was
relieved to turn a corner and run smack into the Palais Jamai. The
new order had spared the bogus Moorish splendors of the hotel, but
tiles had fallen from mosaics and letters from signs. "Mainten-
ance," Victoria said to herself, "upkeep: the true secret of civiliza-
tion." Another promising theme for an article.
Why did she have to alchemize everything she saw or heard into
captions on glossy paper? She longed suddenly for a touch of warm
reality without reserve or calculation. Once installed in the Jamai,
she pushed aside the prospect of sunset snapshots from the Merin-
ide tombs, and after wrestling with the plumbing, she managed a
hot bath. For some time she sat fixing her hair, with special atten-
tion to thin spots.
David arrived from Casablanca in time for dinner. When Vic-
toria went down, he was standing impassively in the dusky court-
yard, with his hands folded in front of him. She had time for a once-
over before he saw her. She didn't want to view anyone—and least of
all an ex-husband—with a finicky eye, but she was rather taken
aback. His blue serge suit (it wasn't one she remembered) was shiny
and badly brushed even in the filtered light of the lanterns, and the
points of his shirt collar curled slightly. His face was shiny too and
darkened to mahogany by the sun that had also turned his hair
white. He looked like a settler of thirty years ago, a modest pied noir
in from the hills for a weekend of drinking and whoring in the
Reserved Quarter. Victoria regretted her pleated pyjamas and
pearls and painstaking makeup; travel-worn tweeds and flying
hair would have done better—but without bringing her quite down
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to his level.
David's greeting was shy but casual: a peck on each cheek, as
though he had left her at the editorial offices for a day rather than
for five years in another continent. They ate at the hotel, stowing
away couscous and sugared pigeon pie with hardly a word between
them. Gradually Victoria's constraint evaporated: marital silences
were a relief from the unassimilated chatter of press cocktails and
the buzz-buzz of the Tangier strays. At last David pushed his plate
away and took out his pipe, which, after a glance from her, he did
not light.
"Would you like to wander about?" he asked. 'T see your name
all over the old magazine whenever I run onto a copy, so I suppose
that Schroeder has sent you and Alice Johns out to put Morocco on
the map."
She ignored his irony. "I never quite got to know Fez when I
—
when we were here before. But really, David, I came to see you. I've
left Alice in Tangier."
"Ageless Alice! I see her slogging through the Kasbah with the
same gaggle of cameras around her neck."
"Exactly right. She'll polish off the hashish set and the inter-
national butterflies. Then I'll move in on artists and writers."
"You won't find many. Gone with the French. Morocco has
gotten expensive and kind of shaky. There's almost no one left down
my way."
"What about you? Don't tell me you're the only painter around."
"Me a painter?" His dark face stiffened. "I've melted into the
landscape, that's all. But what about Fez? It'll take you back to the
Middle Ages. Unlike Tangier, it's authentic—something real for a
journalist to get her teeth into."
"You never did take my work seriously, but then basically I
guess I don't either."
He smiled. "Basically," he said with an edge of mockery, "I don't
take anything very seriously nowadays. I put all the labels away
when I left the magazine."
For "magazine" read "you," Victoria thought, but was he play-
ing it straight? He had certainly changed: he had got heavier—not
fat exactly, but jowly and creased of neck, and powerful in a re-
laxed, Mediterranean way. But that David took nothing seriously
not even his painting—she didn't believe for a minute. Her curiosity
mounted: what was he hiding behind the beachcomber's mask?
Fez, as David had promised, was all of a piece, but Victoria
wasn't sure she could stomach the coherence of Islam. For nearly an
hour they picked their way through windowless canyons, opening
above to deep blue and to stars exploding like rockets. They paused
before lighted enclsivesifondouks crammed with copper vessels and
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piles of flashy cloth; little houses in the Quartier Reserve, where the
women waited silently in tiled doorways. Now and then a mule
tinkled past on feet as soundless as those of the slippered, white-
robed men who flitted by like ghosts. David kept pulling her up
short by the elbow to avoid refuse in their path or leprous figures
that darted out of the shadows, whining, with outstretched hands.
He dismissed them with a grunt, and Victoria took his arm in the
guise of camaraderie but also with secret relief.
And yet her relief was suffused with a desire for something she
couldn't define. Everywhere she caught the sweetish aroma of
cooking oil and spice and ordure that shakes the heart of the North
African traveller with the momentary excitement of carnality and
death among strangers.
After a time David complained that his shoes pinched (Victoria
smiled at the thought that he might be used to going barefoot), and
they sank down on a bench outside the Karouine Mosque.
"Tell me, David, what do you do with yourself down here?"
"Oh, lots of things but nothing much." He folded his hands over
one knee: she could see how work had coarsened them. "I raise
tomatoes and artichokes. I breed hunting dogs. I've bought a truck
to haul sand into Casablanca for buildings. The Moroccahs are still
putting up schools and cheap flats. I've got a beat-up station wagon;
Abdul—that's my driver—picks up a few pennies for me driving
villagers to the souks. There's bathing—a great beach—and a lot of
surf-fishing. And that's about it."
That was it! He offered no handle for her to get hold of. But his
description struck her as artificial: if he didn't talk about his real
work, there must be a reason. Perhaps his detachment concealed
his old awe for Victoria the arbiter of taste. He may even have
feared a gibe: she remembered, with regret, that when he had
announced five years ago that he was leaving her—it was right
after the magazine had sent them on a smart-set mission to Mar-
rakech—she had made a cutting reference to Gauguin.
"It all sounds very peaceful, your new life," she said. "Don't you
hanker for a change now and then? No plans or projects?"
"No one makes plans in Morocco any more—except the King
maybe, and his mostly go haywire. So we all drift. But you should
come down and have a look." His irony gave way to a muffled
urgency, a childlike insistence. "I'm sure you'd like the house."
I'm sure I would. It's kind of a long way, though, just to look at
a house."
He flipped his hand. "It's the whole set-up you ought to see.
You'll get some idea of Moroccan life in this glorious era of In-
dependence. If you get bored, there's always Casa or your beloved
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Marrakech." He got up, but she didn't move: once again he had
ducked her. "Besides," he added, a shade embarrassed, "I could use
a lift. I couldn't take my wagon off the road on market day, so I left it
with Abdul and hitched a ride with one of the Fassi in a truck."
"For God's sake, David, you shouldn't have come all that way.
That was sweet of you." She looked away. "Could you really put me
up?"
"Not in the style you're use to, but, as you say, it's peaceful. Do
you good, Victoria."
"Peacel" She flicked the dust from her shoes with her scarf and
got up. "If I ever sit down long enough to think, it will probably be
the end of me."
But after tossing and turning most of the night (David had not
laid siege to her room as she had half-expected), she sent a telegram
to Alice Johns: "Need more time for south. Hope you can swing
Tangier. Poste-restante Ain-el-Ma pres Casablanca." That would
keep everybody guessing—not excluding herself.And why not? The
magazine owed her something more than a living. She might re-
turn for once with something longer-lived than a chichi travelogue.
IN FRONT OF THE HOUSE, a sandbank covered with dune
grass dropped to a wide beach and the crash and green swirl of
the Atlantic, where Arabs and their naked children bathed and
fished. At the back, grass huts clustered around a tiny whitewashed
shrine with a dome. Thefellahs in their colored rags moved up and
down the rows to tomato vines, hoeing the reddish soil or carrying
water in earthern jars. Pigtailed children tagged at their heels or
played among the cactuses. After the rains, David told Victoria, the
brown fields beyond the Casablanca road would be green-gold with
waving barley, and dotted almost overnight with the crimson of
wild poppies.
"Sounds lovely," Victoria said. "Remember the view in the Lady
of Shalott's mirror?"
"It's a lot like that, come of think of it." He squinted mischiev-
ously. "But you remember what happened to her."
"She left her mirror, didn't she? to get a straight look at Lance-
lot."
"And whammol The mirror cracked right down the middle."
"Whammo is right. But she did get the eye from Lancelot."
"Too late, though: she never knew what hit her."
The house was a rambling inprovisation of dark beams and
blazing white plaster. All of it was on one floor, mostly a big living
room strewn with poufs and rope-backed chairs and coarse wool
rugs. At the back were two flimsily partitioned sleeping spaces
with washstands (Victoria accepted her accessibility—and
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David's—with an unconcern that covered a throb of anticipation);
at the side was a lean-to kitchen with a kerosene stove. Toilet and
shower were outside; the bathtub was the ocean. David's dogs slunk
in and out of the house, sniffing about the low tables, laying their
huge mournful heads in her lap.
In all the rooms she caught the faint, fleshy smell that had
agitated her in Fez.
"Standard everywhere," David said curtly. "Oil and herbs and
assorted crap. The perfume of Islam. You'll get used to it."
"You talk as if I were settling in."
He flushed. "That'll be the day!"
Besides the driver, David kept one servant, a fatma named
Hadouch, who came across from the grasshuts in the morning with
her little boy. More neatly dressed than the women one met along
the road, and unveiled, she had evidently been exempted from work
in the fields. She had a strong-jawed brown face, lightly tattooed
about the chin, and clear gray eyes. Even the baggy trousers and
voluminous haik could not conceal that Hadouch had lost her fig-
ure. But she had kept a fine carriage, as though perpetually balanc-
ing a water-jar on her head. Every morning she stared blankly at
Victoria: she might have been seeing her for the first time. Then she
touched her lips and her breast, with her fingers fanned out, and
dropped a silent curtsey. Was she invoking a spell, Victoria wonder-
ed, or warding one off?
The boy Mehdi followed his mother everywhere—a handsome,
erect child of about four, with lighter skin and stolid hazel eyes.
Under his miniature djellaba, with its embroidered hems, he wore
blue jeans. The glance David gave the boy was rather seignorial.
Victoria stirred with an unaccustomed regret for her own child-
lessness.
In the recesses formed by the beams, David had hung his paint-
ings. The larger canvases were conventional: Moroccans seen
through Western eyes—peasants, fishermen, notables in burnous-
es, women peeping from behind veils. The biggest was a nude, with
head thrown back into shadow so as to highlight the dark, heavy
breasts and swollen belly. They were competent pastiches—Renoir
by way of Toulouse-Lautrec—nothing more. Their forcible-feeble
note strengthened Victora's hope—although she recognized it as
unworthy—that his separation from her had led to precious little.
But in the corners near the fireplace, he had stacked several
smaller things, unframed. When she turned them to the light she
saw that they were seascapes, or landscapes, but always with water
in motion. Marine Cezanne? Winslow Homer? The composition
verged on the abstract, but it was not static. Clearly David had
evolved it on his own, and not without sweat. Victoria resolved to
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stop labeling and pigeonholing: perhaps it was she who was deri-
vative.
When David came in with his casting rod, he found her holding
a canvas at arm's length. He filled his pipe, watching her closely.
She allowed a suitable pause for inspection. "Tell me, have you
been doing these things long?"
"Oh, I've made a lot of false starts. I'm not sure I've quite got it
yet." He was very off-hand. "You think they're good?"
"I like them a lot. You should work more on that type of pic-
ture."
"I have to eat first. That takes work too."
But he sounded pleased, and she turned up the volume. "I mean
it, David. Alice and I know people who are looking for fresh stuff.
And Morroco's on the front page again—Islam and guerillas and so
on.
"I see: native arts and crafts from the tinderbox of North Afri-
ca?"
"Do you have to be so defensive? You might at least try them out
on someone. Is what's-his-name Bernaud still in Casablanca?"
"If I start peddling my pictures instead of artichokes, I'll
starve."
All this hestitation, she was sure, concealed a fear, and there-
fore a desire. She nosed up to it. "You don't need to peddle. Why not
let me have a try?"
"I don't kid myself. But some of those things I rather like, even if
nobody else does."
"I envy you. I make my living by pleasing everyone but myself."
"Maybe that's better."
His remoteness was maddening. "Don't you ever resent my
success?"
"Why the hell should I, Victoria? Actually it makes me feel
easier."
"Easier?"
"About our breaking up. At least one of us has made out all
right."
She sighed and dropped into a chair. "No need for apologies. I
wasn't exactly the ideal wife."
"Oh, it wasn't really you. It was everybody. It was New York
and Paris and the magazine—all the sophisticated crap. It was
everything. And I was no rose either."
Victoria found this exculpation more wounding than a hundred
reproaches he might have made. Her humility had missed its mark.
After a minute he said, "No harm in your trying out the little
pictures—that is, if you'd get a bang out of it. But why not try some
of the bigger things too, the figures?"
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"Why not?" Victoria smiled. Yes, why not?
MORE EASILY than she had reckoned, Victoria phased into
the monotony of Moroccan autumn. While David was off with
the truck, she rattled over the stony roads in the Fiat to fetch mail
from the tiny post office (Alice and the others seemed to have
dropped her into oblivion) or just to sit in the dunes. Once she went
along in the station wagon for the circuit of the village markets. The
seats were crammed with Arabs, and the roof with their sacks and
battered baskets and live chickens. On the way home David stopped
to sketch, while his passengers squatted stoically by the roadside
with teapots and sugar loaves. A flash of silver teeth, and hands
reached toward them with cups of mint tea; only David accepted.
Victoria heard guttural imprecations against the sketches: the
taboos of Islam, David explained; he didn't seem to mind.
Victoria took care not to hang over him, and he didn't raise a
beckoning finger. Most of the day they were outdoors or under the
eyes of Abdul or Hadouch. In the evening they smoked and yawned
and exchanged laconic bursts of reminiscence.
"Remember the time they sent us to interview Nehru at the
airport, and he gave Alice and me a rose?"
"Yes. Poor Alice got so excited she fouled up all her photos."
"And the time I slipped the dirty pun into the etiquette page."
"Schroeder said he came close to hitting a woman that day."
Or David would doze over a book of poetry—dog-eared an-
thologies mostly: he had never been a very consecutive reader—or
they would just sit in the leather chairs until sleep drove them to
their cubicles.
One night in her second week, he pretended to read until after
she had gone to bed, and she heard the creak of the front door. He
came back about two hours later. She listened in the darkness: he
was alone. She heard the jingling of his brass bedstead, a descend-
ing sigh or two, and then his regular breathing—the rhythm of
primitive well-being.
Had he stolen up to the grass huts to find Hadouch? Or taken
her into the dunes under the stars? And that smell in the house:
obviously her own presence had created an inconvenience.
A casual bout in the slaves' quarters—that she could swallow.
What infuriated her, what left her lying rigid and open-eyed in her
bed, was the master's chivalry toward the guest of the plantation.
David's needs had always been persistent, predictable; he hadn't
been shy about them. She had taken care of them, if not with
enthusiasm, at least with competence. She couldn't deny a sneaking
curiosity: maybe it would go better now. But her real objective was
bigger, and if she started anything herself—even with a flicker of
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an eyelid—she might drive the game back into the forest.
Shortly after the excursion to the markets, David announced
that he was organizing a dhifa.
"That's a Moroccan dinner party, isn't it?"
"Right. The Khalifa is coming, and a White Russian couple, and
a French professor who's stuck it out in Casa. Special dispensation:
you can eat with the men. But I warn you: seven courses: pigeon pie,
turkey, couscous—the works. And no forks or spoons."
"A khalifa must be a caliph. Romantic! But couscous with
fingers!"
"And no alcohol to help out. Islam again."
After lunch she heard him giving orders in the lean-to kitchen.
Hadouch let loose a flood of comment, in the course of which her
voice got rather shrill. There was a sudden high-pitched syllable
from David—he sounded just like an Arab—and a muffled whack,
and then silence, followed by stifled sobs.
Victoria didn't budge from her corner. The sound of weeping
sickened her with joy. Now was the moment.
She went off to Casablanca the next morning. In the back of her
car she decided to carry the big nude and two other portraits in oil,
and several of the marine abstracts.
David gave her an encouraging pat on the shoulder, and then
withdrew into feigned indifference. So it was Hadouch who helped
her load the car. For the first time she gave Victoria a wide smile,
and her eyes sparkled, as though the womenfolk had conspired to
purify the house by removing graven images.
After the sun-beaten countryside, Casablanca was an irritant, a
pretentious survival of a colonial city, in which the Moroccans
looked like strangers in costume amid the relics of Lyautey. Most of
the art galleries had disappeared. Those that survived were
crammed with expensive shoddy framed in dusty gilt. At Ber-
naud's the presiding genius was now an Algerian Jew in a morning
coat and beret. He sized up Victoria carefully before he agreed to
look at the pictures.
Bernaud had retreated to Paris. "Parti depuis longtemps. But
he still has property here. He comes to Casa now and then."
Victoria asked him to send her greetings. Between them they
extricated the big canvases from the car, and then she went to
retrieve the smaller things. When she came back, the Algerian was
turning the nude this way and that in his hairy little paws, scrutini-
zing it with evident distaste.
"It would go like hot cakes down here," he sighed.
"But who would buy such things?"
"Chere madame, they're just right for the nouveaux riches
who've taken over the big villas. The Moroccan bourgeois imagine
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they've thrown off the old taboos about alcohol and art, but nothing
can rid them of the dreadful taste of the civil servants."
"What would they bring?"
"Say a thousand dinars each, to start with, minus my com-
mission."
"The painter would have to decide for himself, but that's not
exactly a fortune."
"No, but from the look of it this chap could turn them out in job
lots."
So there it was: respectable, not too unprofitable, but hackwork
all the same. Victoria took care to conceal her agreement.
The seascapes got a longer look. "I couldn't handle these."
"You don't find them interesting?"
"Mais si, madamel They're much foo interesting." A glimmer of
enthusiasm pierced the cynical expertise. "There's no market down
here any longer, but in Paris perhaps— why not try M. Bernaud
directly?"
"You really think it's worth bothering him?"
"Oh, I'm sure he'd take a look. I could hang one or two here, if
you like. Once in a while someone with taste wanders in—from the
cruise ships, for instance. But it's a long chance these days."
"I'll have to ask the painter."
He looked at her with a flicker of derision. "Yes, do ask him. Tell
him to come out of his cave. I'm available; I won't bite."
Victoria stuffed the canvases into the car. She looked at her
watch: only three o'clock, but there was little point in looking
elsewhere. She had found the bait she needed.
THERE WAS NO ONE in the yard at this hour—only the dogs
dozing in the shade—and no sounds from indoors. In the lean-to
she saw a huge chunk of lamb, which had begun to draw flies, and a
scruffy turkey with its plucked neck hanging over the edge of the
sink. But the empty house slumbered in the spell of afternoon.
Leaving the paintings in the car, Victoria scrambled to the top of a
dune, blinking against the bright sky.
Below the sand bluff David stood at the water's edge. He was
naked: even at that distance she could see the startling white of
buttocks below his broad tanned back. As she watched, he waded
slowly toward the foaming line of breakers. Once he stopped for a
stretch, spreading his arms high and wide toward the sun.
Even against the tumult of the surf, Victoria could hear her
breath coming faster. She could hardly believe that the dark, hair-
less body, stronger than she remembered and quite unconscious of
itself, had the power to churn up such an intensity in her.
She fumbled with the buttons of her blouse and was just sum-
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moning breath to give him a shout when off in the dune to her right
there was a stirring in the grass. She ducked out of sight as Had-
ouch and Mehdi went scuffling down the sand banl<;. The child was
naked; the woman wore only a white shift: darting a glance around
her, she dropped it at the water's edge. The boy shrieked like a gull,
and the two of them made straight for David, the surf streaming
over them as they leaped through the waves.
David plunged; three long strokes brought him back to where
they stood in the shallows. The woman turned away, but he thrust
his hand under her arm and, covering her breast, pulled her down
to him in the water. He spouted and laughed like a Triton, and the
child looked down at them and laughed too. Then all three joined
hands, the boy swinging in the middle, and ploughed toward shore
through the swirl of the ebbing tide.
Victoria scuttled back across the dune and made a crouching
dash for the car. Near the grass huts Abdul was heaving tomato
baskets into the truck, but he did not turn around. She gunned her
motor and careened down the rocky driveway, skidding out onto the
main road. When she had driven nearly a mile, she drew up on the
dusty shoulder and sat back trembling. Behind her closed eyes the
images ballooned: the swinging breast, David's dark hand, the
laughing child.
She struggled out of the car and snatched the big nude from the
back, holding it at arm's length. For a minute she thought of
trampling on it and leaving it in the ditch. But in the end she
crammed it into the car again and drove slowly back.
David sat on a camp stool in the yard, clean and shining in
white ducks and tee-shirt, with a small canvas on his knee and his
pipe clenched between his teeth. The boy sprawled at his feet,
sifting sand through his fingers into little mounds.
"How was the great city?" David asked, without looking up.
"Ghastly.Things have changed all right.and not for the better.
I'm really worn out."
"Why don't you sit down a spell?" He squeezed a blob of green
onto the canvas. "We've been working on the stuff for the party
tomorrow, and supper is nowhere near ready."
"No thanks. I've got to pack."
"Pack?"
"Yes, I stopped at the post office. A letter from Alice: we have to
rush off to Cannes to cover some movie thing. So she needs help
finishing up Tangier. I'll be leaving first thing in the morning."
He worked on with quick slashing strokes. "I'm sorry. You'll
miss the dhifa."
"Damn the dhifal Is that really all you have to say?"
He looked up at last. "You are tired. Better go and lie down."
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But she was not about to let him off. "Tell me, David, why did
you bring me down here?"
"I might better ask why you wanted to see me in Fez."
"Come off it."
"I'm fond of you, Victoria. I enjoy having you around, now that
we have nothing to fight about. There's no one down here like you
—
or like me." He turned the brush slowly on his palm like a knife. "I
can't go native all the time."
"Well, you've made a start. Quite a good one, I'd say." she looked
off at the undulations of the dunes. Then her glance fell on Medhi. "I
suppose you couldn't bear my not knowing."
He got up quickly, jabbing the handle of his brush into the sand.
The boy gave a little whimper and darted across the yard to the
kitchen. "What did you expect?" David said. "Sir Galahad? My
requirements may not be as complex as yours, but they're real
enough."
"That's a low blow, David." She fought against the tremor in her
voice. "I was stupid enough in Fez to hope that things might go
better for us. But you never gave me any chance."
After a bit he said more calmly, "Well, you know how I am. I
guess I'd never be happy in a pond if I could find a puddle."
"You needn't worry."
"Are you saying you had no luck with the pictures?"
"On the contrary, the trip was very interesting."
He turned sharply. "You found someone for the seascapes?"
His lighted face checked her: had she any right to exploit his
hopes? But when she caught in his eye a gleam of the old hang-dog
deference, her vanity flamed up again. "Not exactly. Outdoor work
is not really your thing, it seems."
"You can't mean that Bernaud liked the figures better."
"Bernaud has copped out. He's left Morocco, but I showed all the
stuff to another dealer. He thought the marine canvases were very
nice in their way, but
—
"
"Oh nice, nice! The hell with that. I thought you liked them."
"I do like them."
"Well then?"
"They don't quite work. They don't grow on me. Too many
people do the geometric act nowadays. I'd stick to the figures.
They're bread and butter, after all, and more than that they're good.
Some day you may be famous."
"It's kind of a waste of time if no one is going to like the things I
like."
Just the gambit she had hoped for—but now it was too late. "I
may be mistaken," she said hesitantly, driving the last nail, "but
that's how I see it."
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"Thanks, Victoria. You sure tried." His hand rested lightly on
her shoulder. "Look, I'm sorry that—well, that things didn't work
out. Honestly."
She couldn't trust herself to say another word. The mirror had
cracked all right, she told herself as she turned to go into the house,
and no knight had looked her way.
From inside the doorway, she saw David crossing the yard. He
opened the back of the car and pushing aside the smaller canvases,
carefully lifted out the largest. Holding it at arm's length in the
waning light, he gave it the first kind scrutiny it had got that day.
At the Crave of Dylan Thomas,
Laugharne
RILEY HUGHES
This ground lacks definition.
Folded into Wales, it might be anywhere.
Arrangement has been random: a scaffold
scabs Laugharne's castle, precluding crumble.
Antique dust—jacketed by markers
stoop-shouldered, gangling, and awry,
fawning on ivy, veiled in whisper
—
staggers churchward dim under yew branch.
Apart, rootless in afterthought,
roll lawns this century pitted,
trim as pin trays. Time of arrival
and departure gravely chiseled.
Into this prosperous riot
a paunch erupts dead center
to hoist laconic fingerpost.
No verse that stays the horseman.
Wind beckons. "Time, gentlemen."
"Time, please." The poet bellies up
in lunge for one last fistful





Now I discover, half a life from then,
How you, a non-worrier, once wept about
My eating too little, my being too thin.
Convincingly I could have pointed out
I lived in a house of small bones, with high
Metabolism; dreaded being stout.
I daren't have said your silences were wry
Bread I could seldom break; your gruffness would
Drain flavor to flatness; leave me humble pie.
I should have relished any platter of good
Dialogue on its nourishing pilau
—
While I might have grown curvaceous, even, could
Laughter have been our appetizer . . . How
Savable seem all our lost meals, now.
PINWHEEL
ENID LEVINGER POWELL
The sparks of the pinwheel
Trace an illusory circle
Just as your ring of bright words
Blinds me
To the secret spinner.
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with perspective. (As any writer, from the English 101 student to John
Cheever can tell you). But it's worth it. Even editors have off-days, and
it's an awful feeling to know that one probably has (and undoubtedly
will again) turned down a story whose real merit is concealed under a
number of irritating flaws that the writer (who often must share the
blame) could easily have fixed.
Herewith, then, a sort of guide to revision, a list of basic, more or
less easily correctable flaws I encounter all the time. This may not be a
complete (or even very systematic) catalogue, and it may overlap with
a lot of manuals on the subject. But the lessons are still there to be




I think I'd be happy if I never had to change "loose" to "lose" or
"it's" to "its" ever again.
—Proportions. Aristole talks about beginnings, middles, and ends,
and he's right. They have to be identifiable, proportionate, and func-
tional.
Beginnings are the hardest, as any writer knows. But they are more
important than most seem to realize: they aren't just starting points;
they are exposition. They should tell (or at least suggest to) the reader
what—and pretty much only what—he's in for. If, by the end of say,
page two, the reader feels a lack of direction, the writer is in hot water,
I'm not going to mention names. But I do remember the article
(otherwise excellent) whose first three pages never even mentioned
its subject. (I wrote a four-/;ne substitute that did, the author okayed it
with a very red face, and that was what we ran). In another case it took
three revisions to get out of the early pages of a story two characters
who didn't figure in the plot. With each rewrite they were mentioned
less prominently, but that just made it worse.
These are extreme cases. But most expositions are just plain too
long and disgressive. Attention must—and, I think, easily can—be
paid. The finishing touch in a lot of cases ought to be cutting and
condensing the exposition.
Middles and endings are usually easier. But a writer does have to
beware of painting himself into a corner (with motivation or plot
—
those who do so by way of cliche themes are beaten before they start).
And about those concrete details. They take up space, and they
fall into three categories. First the essential (it can tell a lot about a
character whether he drinks Pouilly Fume or Thunderbird). Second,
the circumstantial— it probably doesn't tell much that the trees in the
backyard are elms, but it's perfectly acceptable to specify, since details
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lend weight. Third, the decorative. And here's where I draw the line.
I've learned to be very suspicious of some things—mostly trees and
flowers (Bougainvillea, aenemones) for some reason, and local color.
They're usually non-essential and not very circumstantial either:
they're there because they sound good. It's not a bad idea for a writer
to cast a jaundiced eye over a story for these decorative touches: they
can easily throw a piece off-balance.
Many stories and articles tend to break down somewhere in the
middle(oftentopickup again,but nomatter):a lotof ustend to lose the
thread at some point, and transition problems and even grammatical
errors are bound to follow. One should learn to recognize these
danger-signs.
—Dramatization and authorial comment. I don't agree with Flau-
bert's dictum that stories should be strictly dramatic and objective
("An author in his book must be like God in the universe, present
everywhere and visible nowhere"), but a lot of manuscripts I get are
reluctant to let dramatic situations carry the story's meanings, to let it
go its own way without openly pushing. Of course this is a very
delicate matter: the inadequacies of dramatic action alone are often
clear in the questions I sometimes have to ask (sometimes as basic as
"what is going on here?"). But matters would be greatly simplified if
writers could train their eyes to spot such devices as a character's
suddenly speaking in a too overtly commenting role (often in lan-
guage out of synch with his previous vocabulary), extensive explana-
tion of symbol, or too frequent repetition of a character's motive. (A
perfect example of this last point: I've just edited a story that kept
repeating its protagonist's motivation—which we and the character
have known since the beginning. The effect, since this motive is not of
the best, was to make the character appear villainous, rather than
falliably human as the author obviously intended. I cut almost all of
those explanatory passages; now the thrust of the piece and the
weight of individual actions convey the real intention very nicely. One
or two editorial comments in the exposition—before the character
swings into action—were sufficient foundation for thematic develop-
ment). In a well thought-out story the drama can, to a very much
larger degree than is realized, say what's to be said. On the whole I ask
to cut more overtly explanatory passages than I request be added.
—Derivation. I'm not going to rehash my ideal of the writer as part
critic here. But my rule is: if you know it's been written (and you
should in a lot of cases), be wary of writing it again. I hope the talented
young writer who felt compelled to write The Great Gatsby every time
he wrote a story has stopped it. Without literary traditions, writing
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would probably be impossible. But softly, softly ....
—Metaphors. I don't care if Eudora Welty does have 11 metaphors
on the first page of Losing Battles alone. Most of them are non-
functional, as are most of those I encounter. I've collected some real
bloopers—amusing and mostly unprintable—but they are only the
extreme of a widespread problem. The non-functional, decorative
ones can get to be a way of writing without really writing. Significantly,
they are often related to structural problems: they most frequently
proliferate in the early pages, where the ground is shakiest. Rule:
learn to recognize a metaphor, and consider each separately. If it
doesn't in some way actually contribute—thematically or at least
dramatically—to the story, cut it. Again, this is a process perhaps best
left to the final stages of preparation.
What I'm really talking about here is being in control. Knowing
what one wants to do is of the upmost importance. I'm not speaking
here so much of strictly critical writing (the advancing and system-
atic substantiation of a thesis), though some of our would-be essayists
should learn how. I know that story-writers proceed more intuitively.
But a quasi-critical sense doesn't hurt— it certainly helps in elimi-
nating a lot of the problems I've mentioned. The writer should be, as
Flaubert says, "present everywhere" (though not "invisible
nowhere").
What it comes down to is going with the impulse of the story. (I
almost wrote "inspiration," but that poor term has been so over-
simplified, misunderstood, and used as an excuse for laziness that it's
virtually valueless). What it comes down to is consistency.
One of the most frequent grounds for rejection is failure to go
with the impulse. Digression from whatever it is is a cardinal sin.
Worse, not understanding what it iscan lead to virtual disfigurement. I
just sent back for extensive readjustment a basically good, honest
story about a young man's need fororder in his lifethattheauthorfelt
necessary to buttress with a complex (and very unconvincing and
inappropriate) structure of allusions to a well-known autobiography.
This tendency to gussy up the basic premise did it in. I don't think it's
often intentional, but many writers do delay or dilute a story's im-
pact—actually distract the reader from it—out of unsureness as to
direction.
Of course impulses vary from story to story and author to author
(though less, I think, in the case of authors—a writer who's forcing
himself in a direction he can't take is a sad case. It's a big problem to
combine basic inclinations and the desire to develop). So, as the
manuals say, do what's right. I have, for example, a strong taste for the
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sort of story there doesn't seem to be a name for—wifty? scatty?
cumulative?—the sort that sneaks up on a reader and surprises him.
This kind plays variations on a lot of the suggestions about structure I
made earlier, but if it works, fine. (It is also very difficult to pulloff,for it
has to make its own logic). My ultimate criterion is a very pragmatic
one— I like to feel safe in a writer's hands.
JCK
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(Autumn 78), p. 20
Jones, Ann. The Bookmark. 27:3
(Spring 78), p. 12
He Will Take Care of You. 26:1
(Autumn 76), p. 3
Keane, Jane Gwynn. Snowball. 26:1
(Autumn 76), p. 15
King, Vincent, Tr. Two Shortest
Stories: Breakfast and Destiny by Hei-
mito von Doderer. 27:4 (Summer 78),
p. 33
Koch, Claude. Grandfather. 29:4
(Summer 80), p. 1
1
Love. 27:1 (Autumn 77), p. 3
Uncle. 27:3 (Spring 78), p. 3
Liberman, M.M. Damascus. 26:4
(Summer 77), p. 3
My Life with Jackie Robinson. 27:4
(Summer 78), p. 29
Yussef. 29:3 (Spring 80), p. 24
McMartin, Sean. The Shadow of a Lie.
26:1 (Autumn 76), p. 29
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Will You Love Me in December?
27:1 (Autumn 77), p. 33
McMillan, Florri. Petites Lecons Fran-
caises. 29:4 (Summer 80), p. 3
Meredith, Joseph E. "The Holy Ghost"
Rides Again. 28:3 (Spring 79), p. 29
O'Brien, Dan. A Strand of Wire. 26:2
(Winter 77), p. 23
Owen, Thomas D. Tumbling. 29:3
(Spring 80), p. 7
Peaco, Ed. Wood, Stone, Metal and
Bone. 27:4 (Summer), p. 36
Purcell, Donald. A Completed Trans-
action. 29:3 (Spring 80), p. 15
Me and Harris. 28:3 (Spring 79),
p. 3
Rachlin, Nahid. Mina. 26:4 (Summer
77), p. 31
Sable, Arnold. Salt and Earth. 29:1
(Autumn 79), p. 12
Schmitz, Geraldine. The Last Will and
Testament of Aunt Rose. 27:3 (Spring
78), p. 29
Thomas, Annabel. Nativity. 26:4
(Summer 77), p. 13
Ty-Casper, Linda. Gently Unbending.
26:2 (Winter 77), p. 28
Von Ooderer, Heimito. Two Shortest
Stories: Breakfast and Destiny, Trans.
Vincent Kling. 27:4 (Summer 78),
p. 33
Wexelblatt, Robert. Kelman on the
Machine. 28:3 (Spring 79), p. 19
Zimmerman, Joanne. Continuing Edu-
cation. 29:2 (Winter 80), p. 19
NON-FICTION
Butler, James A. Marginalia: Dear John.
27:2 (Winter 78), p. 2
Creed, Walter G. On Reading Einstein
(incl. Bibliography). 29:1 (Autumn 79),
p. 25
Diehl, George. The Sound of Glass. 28:4
(Summer 79), p. 3
Dowling, Ellen. Honor Thy Child: The
Sin of the Fathers in "Ghosts" 28:2
(Winter 79), p. 5
Keenan, John J. Marginalia: Back to
Basics. 26:4 (Summer 77), p. 2
Marginalia: The End of Something
Big. 26:3 (Spring 77), p. 2
Marginalia: For Auld Lang Syne.
26:2 (Autumn 76), p. 2
Marginalia: Open Letter to Saul
Bellow, by Moses Herzog Per J.J.K.
26:1 (Winter 77), p. 2
Marginalia: Reflections of a Ghost
Editor. 27:4 (Summer 78), p. 2
Kleis, John C. Catbird Seat. 28:2 (Winter
79), p. 2
Catbird Seat. 28:4 (Summer 79),
p. 2
Catbird Seat. 29:2 (Winter 80), p. 2
Lautz, Richard. A Portfolio of Poets.
27:4 (Summer 78), p. 13
Lawrence, Fran. The "Equus" Aesthe-
tic: The Doctor's Dilemma. 29:2 (Winter
80), p. 13
Poznar, Walter. C. Day Lewis and
Communism. 27:1 (Autumn 77), p. 14
Love and Ethical Absolutism in
Shakespeare. 28:3 (Spring 79), p. 11
Rossi, John P. Orwell's Road to Social-
ism. 28:1 (Autumn 78), p. 3
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WENDY BARKER is in the English Department at the University of
California, Davis. A former American Foreign Service Officer, JOHN
BOVEY now lives in Cambridge, Mass. His fiction, which has been on Martha
Foley's "Distinctive Stories" lists, has been published in Carleton Miscellany,
Kansas Quarterly, and Virginia Quarterly Review, as well as once before ("The
Virtuoso Guitar") in FQ. "The Lady of Shalott" will appear in a volume of the
author's short stories to be published by the University of Illinois Press in the
Fall. Our frequent contributor LOUIS DANIEL BRODSKY recently published
a book about his collection of Faulkneriana with the University of Virginia.
ELAINE V. EMANS has published two books of poetry and has had poems in
Virginia Quarterly Review, Michigan Quarterly Review, and Forum. "Some-
times, weeping" is ALBERT GOLDBARTH's fourth poem in FQ. He's just
won the Texas Institute of Letters annual Poetry Award for his booklength poem
Different Fleshes, the inaugural volume from Hobart and William Smith Col-
leges Press. RILEY HUGHES is founder/director of the Georgetown Univer-
sity Writers Conference and author of Finding Yourself in Print and How to
Write Creatively. Shades of Claude and Michael Koch, he is the father of our
contributor Austin Hughes. CLAUDE KOCH himself, our professor of writing,
has been exceptionally busy (even for him) lately as a practitioner of writing. His
stories "Mother" and "Aunt" appeared during the last year xnAntioch Review
and The Kansas Review, respectively; "Uncle" (which we published in Spring,
1978) was cited as a "distinguished" story in Best American Short Stories of
1980. As you may have guessed, he's a man with a theme: he's assembling a
collection. Families and Other Friends. FLORRI McMILLAN is one of those
amazing people who do it all: mother, wife, grad student, free lance writer, and
no mean practitioner of conversation francaise. Her stories have appeared in
Redbook, Colorado Quarterly, and Great Lakes Review, among others. ENID
LEVINGER POWELL writes stories (Mississippi Valley Review, McCaWs) as
well as poems {Colorado Quarterly, Descant. Carleton Miscellany). Proof of
ROBERT WEXELBLATT's facility with poetry as well as fiction appears
within: his memorable story "Kelman on the Machine" appeared in our Spring,
1979 issue.
Editor: John Christopher Kleis
Poetry Editor: Richard Lautz Business Manager: Jean M. Bullock
Editorial Assistance: Joseph Boyce, Jean M. Bullock, Daniel Burke, FSC,
James A. Butler, Robert T. Fallon. Patricia Haberstroh,
John J. Keenan, Rita Mall.
Index: Georgette Most and the Reference Department,
La Salle College Library.
